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Time Alloted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 50 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 

Can.hates should answer in their own words 

und adhere tu the word limit as practicahle. 

All symbols are of usual significance 

Answer Question Nos. I and 2 compulsorily and any fwo from the recst 

Answer any ten quesions from the following: 2 10 20 

(a) Use truth table to define the logical connective ". 

(b) Is conversion of "(0' proposition possible? 

(c) lfE proposition is true. hen its corresponding 

A is .I is and O is 

A 2C 

(d) Convert the following proposition: 

All flowers are not fragrant. 

(e) Distinguish between Sentence and Proposition. 

() What is meant by 'distribution of terms'? 

(g) Name the different types of Opposition of Propositions. 

(h) Ifp is false. then determine the truth-value of (pv-p)vr 

4p 11 2 TA (pv p) vr-94 074o1) 11ET41 

Turn O Cr 

1129 

epunzen 
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(i) Represent the statement "Ghost Exist' by Venn Diagram. 

) Show the symbolize form of Mill's Joint Method of agreement and differencc.ARdi 

(k) Fill in the blanks: 

The subject of the converted will be the of the converse. 

(1) Explain the existential import of categorical Proposition. 

(m) What is empty class? 

(n) Express the following sentence in Boolean notation and draw Venn Diagram: 
No S are non-P. 

CPITAI SR U-PI 

(o) Given A and B are False, X and Y are True, determine the truth value of the 

following compound sentences. 

-(4 B)v (Y > X) 

-(4:B)v(Y>X) 

(p) What is meant by "quality' and 'quantity' of categorical propositions? 

(q) What is meant by *existential fallacy"? 

(r)What are the names of valid moods of syllogisn in tirst figure? 

(s) Give an example and also mention its form of conjunetive proposition. 

() Determine the truth value of (-Por)vr when p is true. 

p T (-por)vr -93 Ada *i 

2. Write short notes on any two of the following: 521 

(a) Rules of Conversion 

(b) Opposition of Proposition 
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(C) Boolean interpretation of Categorical Proposition 

(d Distinguish between truth and validity 

est the valulity of the tollow ing syllogism or syllogistic forms by means of 5 2 10 

Venn Diagram (any /wo): 

(a) AAA-1 

b) \A1-3 

(C) Some seientists are philosophers, since some mathematicians are philosophers 

and all mathematicians are seientists. 

. Test the validity of the following with the help of tuth table (any wo): 52 10 

(a)4 B 

(h) v 

(c) (1 B)) (B5C) 

AV B /.,~ BvC 

Use truth-table to determine whether the following statement forms are 52- 10

laulologous. self-contradictory or contingent (any two): 

(-0411 76) 

NANDA EKA 

(c) p q)r|>|p= (g r)| 

ARY 

Isplain and Examine Mill's Method of Differenee. 10 
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